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ABSTRACT
The contact of chemically active working medium with

machine parts results in their corrosion damage. The
problem is especially actual when a plant destined to work
with another medium is used. Protracted reliable operation
of these machines can be guaranteed only by a correct
selection of part materials which ensures both their high
corrosion stability in the given medium and necessary
strength under working conditions. Resistance of materials
to corrosion (including that are known as rust-resisting ones)
essentially depends on the reagent type.

Literature contains limited amount of information about
materials behavior in the given medium. Necessity of such
information even on the initial stage of design demands an
effective method of the fast corrosion stability examination.
The low rate of the chemical reaction under normal
conditions leads to difficulties while discovering such
method.

This paper is dedicated to solution of the foregoing
problem. Theoretical grounds, descriptions of experimental
plant, and results of the test are adduced.

INTRODUCTION
Chemical reaction rate of the liquid reagent with the

materials that are considered as corrosion-stable ones is very
low by normal conditions. Therefore test of materials by
operating temperature rate and low reagent concentration is
a protracted process, and its duration is commensurable with
a period of guaranteed reliable work of the plant.

However, it is known that chemical reaction rate is
proportional to a product of concentrations of the reacting
substances, in our case - to a concentration of working
medium. Let rw be its concentration while working, and rt is
the same while testing. Then the process acceleration is
evaluated as

(1)

Speed-up of the temperature rate gives incomparably
more considerable acceleration of reaction. The number
characterizing acceleration when heating by each 10°C is
often called the velocity temperature coefficient. In the
most cases this coefficient is in the following limits
[l.p.129]:

2 < kt < 4. (2)

If a process foresees for working liquid temperature /w,
and while testing solution temperature is tt, then reaction
speed up due to this factor is
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Common process speed-up because of these two
independent factors is equal to the product

v = vr v, = kt
_ i ( f t - / w ) / I O , r,/rw. (4)

DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT
Inevitable evaporation of solution in the process of work

demands application an initial concentration, which is still
far from saturated one. Besides that, preparation of
unsaturated solution is simpler. So the water solution
concentration for test was established 13.5% - three times
more than at operation (and 3.5 times less than for saturated
one), that is

vr = 3. (5)

Under other equal conditions (external pressure, motion
of gaseous phase over surface, etc.) increase of solution
temperature leads to increase of evaporation speed.

Elasticity (pressure) of saturated steam increases
according to exponential law [2, p.223]

(6)

where C is a constant, q is a molecular heat of evaporation,
R is a gassy constant, T is an absolute temperature
(correlation (6) is the integrating result of Clapeyron -
Clausius's equation). So excessive rise of temperature leads
to pressure rise in the chamber and to increase of steam
escape out of plant volume. For its compensation if is
necessary either to take special measures to ensure
hermetically chamber seal or to control solution level
constantly and to fill up its volume.

Continuous or periodical control of solution level (that is,
its concentration) is rather difficult. So I decided to limit
myself not to natural temperature limit of water-solution
evaporation (slightly more 100°C), but to value

U = 80°C. (7)

Working temperature of solution in our plant is equal to
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/„ = 0°C. (8)

Out of prudence in estimation, the low boundary of
possible values of velocity temperature coefficient (2) is
accepted in the character of its calculated one:

= mm (9)

It's possible now to definite the calculated value of
reaction velocity increase in our test, substituting parameters
(5) and (7-9) to the expression (4):

v = 3 * 28 = 768.
So carrying out the test, for example, within a week, we

obtain an information about state of details or materials in 15
years, that is more than any reasonable guarantee period.

EXPERIMENTAL PLANT
The plant must answer the purpose - to keep constant

temperature and solution concentration the whole time of
experiment. The scheme of the plant is represented in the
Fig. 1.

Bath 1 with solution is placed in the constant-temperature
nearly sealed cabinet 2 and installed on the heat isolated
plate 3. Heating circuit coil 4 with connecting pipelines 8,
which covered with heat lagging 9, form heating circuit.
Tested specimens 6 are placed on the separating lattice 5
intended for exclusion contact of a coil 4 with specimens 6
made of heterogeneous materials.

Fig. 1. Scheme of the experimental plant
1 - bath with reactant solution
2 - constant-temperature cabinet
3 - heat insulation of a bath base
4 — heating circuit coil
5 - separating lattice
6 - tested specimens
7 — anti-evaporative protection
8 — connecting pipelines
9 - heat lagging

10 —thermostat

Plastic foam crumbled into small particles is utilized as
anti-evaporative protection 7 and covers surface of solution
completely*. Thermostat 10 (HAAKE K.-20) is furnished
with pump, heater and temperature regulator (to within
0.TC).

Coil material does not interact with solution reagent, and
two-stepped sealing - layer 7 and cabinet cover - almost
exclude evaporation as experiment showed.

Plant regulation consists in selection of water temperature
in the heating contour on leaving the thermostat 10. Constant
temperature has been settled approximately in an hour after
plan engaging. Temperature difference on the thermostat
outlet and bath was less than 2°C (losses in connecting
pipelines). Therefore thermostat was tuned on 82°C.

TEST RESULTS
Working solution was 13.5% NaCl one. Test continued

for 7 days uninterruptedly. There were tested small parts and
materials of large parts - steels 302, 304, 316; welded seams
fulfilled of stainless electrode, and bushings of bronze
SAE65.

Test showed the following:
- corrosion signs (brown spots) on the ends of parts of

steel 304 which are taken away by means of soft paper;
- slight corrosion signs on the roughly machined part end

of steel 316;
- surface of bronze bushings turned green, but without

friable layer formation on this surface.

Thus: parts were in a good condition and retained
able-bodied as before. Working solution volume almost did
not diminish. It testified that bath-sealing system was
reliable, and concentration of solution was practically
constant in the process of the test.

CONCLUSIONS
1. Accomplished experiment showed sufficient corrosion

stableness of tested parts and materials on the temporal base
15 years.

2. Considerable speeding of the corrosion process
permits to realize research of new materials quickly and to
expand their range.

3. It makes sense to research not only specimens of
materials but also combinations of different materials.

4. There is parts movement in the working medium of
real machine. Time scantiness and complicity of realization
did not permit to model this rate: a special pump for
pumping over the solution is necessary.

5. In the operating process of real unit its working cavity
is drained from time to time. During these stops the parts

*) This idea is proposed by Dr.Alexander Shapiro.
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come in contact with air that often quickens to corrosion. REFERENCES
This condition is modeling with great difficulties and was 1. Nekrasov B.V. Course of the common chemistry. -
not realized. Moscow, 1953. 971 p.p. (in Russian).

However author knows how to create plant where 2. Landau L.D., Akhiezer A.I., and Lifshitz E.M. Course
requirement items 4, 5 will be an answer. of the common physics. - Moscow, 1969, 400 p.p. (in

Russian).
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